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Abstract:  A  violent  extremist  (VE)  uses  violent  means  to  disrupt  legitimate  authority  and  spread  terrorism.  

Violent extremist is the organization that the speed ideology of hatred and instigate violence. A radical group organizing 

a peaceful  protest  is  also  considered  as  extremists,  but  not  violent  extremists.  Many  modern  groups,  like  the 

Westborough  Baptist  Church,  have  radical  religious  views,  but  these  beliefs  are  not  sufficient  to  classify  them  

as violent extremists. This research paper can effectively contribute to profiling people from such target audiences, and 

develop  messaging  strategies  to  influence  them.  This  research  can  enable  the  identification  of  indicators  and 

emerging threats, assist in the understanding of extremist tactics, techniques and procedures, provide awareness of new 

equipment and enhance understanding of the structural changes within extremist groups. In this work algorithm, 

LDAE has been used that provides loads of the complete violent data dictionary pair from the dataset. 
 

Keywords: Violent Extremist; LDAE; Terrorism; Support Vector Machine; Semantic Analysis; Document Processing; 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In  the  last  few  years,  extremism  has  expanded  to  the 
internet  and  online  social  media  [1,  2].  The  extremist 
organization  uses  techniques  to  hire  new  people  who 
match    their    views    through    social    media.    Recent 
researches  showed  that  not  only  extremism  is  evolving 
through the leader of cyber tools, but violent extremism is 
also  expanding  rapidly.  Terrorist  groups  are  now  
active over cyberspace to promote their ideology and 
gather the support   of   mass.   They   are   even   involved   
in   the recruitment of terrorists through cyber tools. 

 
Social media plays an increasingly important role during 
major  terrorist  attacks,  as  a  forum  for  citizens  to  get 
information,   express   their   emotions   and   discuss   the 
events.  On  the  one  hand,  social  media  can  be  used  to 
express  support  and  to  underpin  feelings  of  
community. Online radicalization is widely regarded as 
one of today’s most   pressing   security   challenges   
which   are   rapidly spreading their thought throw social 
media. Terrorist use of  technology  can  be  complex,  but  
it  is  not  mysterious. Extremists  generally  follow the  
same  practices  available to everyone, jihadists have 
figured out how to use social media to make an impact, 
even though their numbers are minuscule  in  comparison  
to  the  overall  user  base,  with Islamic  State,  more  
commonly  known  as  ISIS  or  ISIL leads the way. Its 
highly organized social media campaign uses    deceptive    
tactics    and    shows    a    sophisticated understanding of 
how such networks operate. 

Social  media  is  changing  the  speed  of  how  the  public 
learns about terrorist attacks and the way they react. The 
first  information  to  the  public  about  incidents  is  now 
likely  to  come  through  social  media  channels  such  as 
Twitter rather than through traditional news outlets. After 
years   of   back   and   forth   debate   among   free   
speech advocates,  government  and   companies,  
Facebook  and YouTube have instituted  reporting 
procedures that allow users to flag content that supports 
terrorism for removal. 
 
Until  last  fall,   Twitter   took   an  extremely  permissive 
approach to the question of what content it would permit. 
Starting  shortly  before  ISIS  disseminated  a  video  of  
the beheading  of  American  journalist  James  Foley,  
Twitter began   to   take   a   more   aggressive   approach   
to   ISIS specifically,  and  thousands  of  ISIS  supporter  
accounts have  been  suspended  since.  Other  jihadist  
groups  have been targeted but in lesser numbers. 
 
Human  survey  is  the  highest  quality  level  of  
substance balance  yet  has  numerous  disadvantages,  
boss  among them the simple constrained versatility of 
utilizing even a huge  number  of  people  to  endeavor  to  
direct  billions  of every  day  posts.  The  trouble  of  
staffing  adequately  vast groups  of  mediators  that  speak  
to  the  majority  of  the dialects   and   societies   utilizing   
social   stages   makes thorough     human     balance     an     
everything     except incomprehensible  undertaking.   As  
Facebook   found   in Burma,  a  bunch  of  arbitrators  
can't  start  to  adapt  to  the fire  hose  of  substance  from  
some  random area on  earth. To adequately comprehend 
the specific circumstance and
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imagery of the substance they are looking into, arbitrators 
should likewise have solid social roots in the geographic 
regions they are relegated. Doling out an American who 
has    never    left    the    nation    and    scholarly   
essential intelligibility  of  a  dialect  in  school  to  be  a  
mediator  for that nation's posts has minimal shot of 
achievement. 

 
Developing   open   and   administrative   weight   at   last 
constrained  the  significant  social  stages  to  make  solid 
move,   prompting   a    mutual   activity   in   which   the 
organizations  consented  to  together  execute  signature- 
based  boycotting  and  offer  a  joint  rundown  of  picture 
marks. 

 
A  radical  religious  group  organizing  inflammatory  yet 
peaceful   protests   or   a   politically   motivated   person 
engaging  in  civil  disobedience  is  not  considered  
violent extremists.   It   is   also   important   to   realize   
that   your adversary,  just  like  yourself,  will  be  using  
some  type  of manipulation  and  influence  technique.  
The  difficulty  is that most violent extremists don’t follow 
official doctrine. They employ a highly flexible approach 
to psychological warfare  and  combined  with  their  use  
of  guerrilla  tactics and   social   media,   this   can   be   
extremely   difficult   to counter. 

 
The main aim of Information Operations is to shape your 
opponent’s  perceptions,  influence  their  decision-making 
process  and  structure  their  behavior  in  a  way  which 
undermines their physical and communication capabilities 
whilst strengthening  your own.  An effective information 
activity  will  change  your  opponent’s  perception  of  the 
situation  and  cause  them  to  respond  differently  to  
your actions. This could result in the diversion of resources 
or a change in military strategy. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 shows, the basic factors that affect counter- 

terrorism, that is a need to consider. 

The  basic  factors  that  affect  counter-terrorism,  that  is  
a need to consider are; 
 

a)     Identification of emerging threats. 
 

b)    Existing extremist targeting priorities. 
 

c)    Understanding  of  extremist  tactics,  techniques, 
and procedures. 

 
d)    Extremist’s operational capabilities. 

 
e)    Awareness of new equipment. 

 
f)     Structural changes in extremist groups. 

 
The  ones  who  are  using  violent  ways  to  promote  
their ideologies  fall  under  violent  extremist  categories.  
There are a number of examples where ex-terrorist 
organization members    helped    law    enforcement    and    
intelligence agencies, although not necessarily for 
credibility with the target audience. Their expertise is not 
only valuable from the  military  analyst’s  perspective  but  
also  in  profiling members  of  the  target  audience  and  
understanding  how they  can  be  influenced  through  
social  media.  Therefore, wherever    possible,    this    
expertise    should    be    made available  for planning  
military operations as  well. Many modern groups, like the 
West boro Baptist Church, have radical religious views, 
but these beliefs are not sufficient to   classify   them   as   
violent   extremists.   Within   this research,  VE  
recruitment  is  any  attempt  by  a  group  or individual   
involved   in   VE   to   recruit,   radicalize,   or persuade   
another   person   to   aid   a   violent   extremist 
movement.   VE   cyber-recruitment   is,   therefore,   VE 
activities that make use of computers and the internet by 
involved people with them and spread violence through e- 
network. 
 
 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In  Base  paper,  we  propose  a  comprehensive  
framework that combines social network analysis, wavelet 
transform, and  the  pattern  recognition  approach  to  
investigate  the dynamics  and  eventually  predict  the  
attack  behavior  of terrorist group. Our ideas rely on social 
network analysis to model the terrorist group and extract 
relevant features for  group  behaviors.  Next,  based  on  
wavelet  transform, the group networks (features) are 
predicted and mutually checked from two aspects. Finally, 
based on the predicted network, the behavior of the group 
is recognized based on the correlation between the network 
and behavior.
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[1]          Forecasting      Violent      Extremist      Cyber 
Recruitment, IEEE 2014 

 
Jacob R. Scanlon et al. explain the use of internet in the 
past  few  years  has  increased  exponentially  and  hence 
made it a platform for millions therefore if anyone wants 
to reach millions at once, then the internet is their prime 
target   which   resulted   in   the   formation   of   several 
communitie1s over the internet. This has attracted violent 
extremist  groups  towards  cyberspace  to  conduct  their 
unlawful acts or to prepare for them. 

 
[2]          Detecting Multipliers of Jihadism on Twitter, 

IEEE 2015. 
 

Lisa Kaati et al. states that, as a result of the war on fear, 
al-Qaeda and related jihad gatherings have advanced and 
made  expanding  utilization  of  web  advances  for  
digital enrollment.   The   proof   seems   to   help   that   
digital apparatuses  are  most  huge  in  the  underlying  
periods  of enlistment and radicalization this paper 
proposes how al- Qaeda endeavors to utilize digital 
advances to enroll and connect     with     homegrown     
psychological     militants Deliberately, al-Qaeda is 
molding an unending course of action of web frameworks 
to give a phase to accomplish a general  gathering  of  
spectators  to  a  limited  extent,  of utilizing  web  
innovation,  fear  based  oppressor  bunches have  turned  
out  to  be  more  system  situated  in  their structures. 

 
Interpersonal     organization     Informal     people     
group examination  demonstrates  that  relative  people  
will  in general  find  each  other.  Al-Qaeda  and  diverse  
social occasions     endeavor     to     make     that     
method     as straightforward    as    could    be    expected    
under    the circumstances. 

 
[3]           Data   Classification   Using   Support   Vector 
Machine, IEEE 2015 

 
In this paper, a novel learning framework, Support Vector 
Machine  (SVM),  is  associated  with  different  data  
which has  two  or  multiclass.  SVM,  a  skilled  machine  
strategy made  from  understanding  the  factual  realizing  
which without a doubt has made basic achievement in 
some field SVM  technique  does  not  endure  the  
confinements  of information   dimensionality   and   
restricted,   2015.   The SVM  arrangement  procedure  is  
utilized  to  characterize that  information  which  
distinguishes  the  rough  radical enlistment action. 

 
Tests Several examinations have reasoned  that the SVM 
(support  vector  machines)  are  progressively  productive 
and  are  better  regarding  by  and  large  execution  when 
analyzed  as  far  as  characterization  precision  than  other 
information  digging  and  investigation  calculations  for 
order of information 

[4]          Social   media:   New   viewpoints   to   

enhance remote detecting for crisis reaction, Proc. 

IEEE, 2017. 
 
In this paper, the creator J. Li et al. disclosed another way 
to  deal  with  gain  data  on  the  understood  higher-
arrange structure to relate words to reports that are their 
semantic structure so as to enhance the discovery of related 
records with  regards  to  words  found  in  questions.  The  
inactive semantic ordering (LSI) investigation that they 
have had a go  at  utilizing  solitary  esteem  decay.  They  
took  a  huge network of word and report related 
information and build a  semantic  space  wherein  terms  
and  archives  that  are nearly related are put close to each 
other. 
 
Solitary esteem decay enables the course of action of the 
space  to  mirror  the  major  affiliated  examples  in  the 
information,   and   disregard   the   littler,   less   essential 
impacts. Therefore, terms that did not really show up in a 
report may in any case wind up near the archive, if that is 
steady  with  the  real  examples  of  relationship   in  the 
information. Position in the space at that point fills in as 
the new sort of semantic ordering. Recovery continues by 
utilizing the terms in a question to distinguish a  point in 
the space and reports in its neighborhood are come back to 
the client. 
 
[5]           Uncovering  the  dark  web:  A  case  study  of 

jihad on the web, 2008 
 
In   this   paper   H.   Chen   et   al.   provide   a   
forecasting technique  which  used  to  forecast  the  
actions  of  violent extremist  recruitment  in  the  forum  is  
presented.  In  that technique    an    SVM    based    model    
used    to    detect recruitment post  in the  forum. An  
LDA (latent Dirichlet allocation) is used to analyze the 
content of the post in the forum.  Put  that  into  the  
different  time  series  model  to forecast that recruitment 
process. That technique provides less  no  of  forecasting  
error  as  compared  to  the  other existing     technique.     
In     this     paper,     an     ARIMA (Autoregressive    
integrated    moving    average),    PCR (Principal  
component  regression)  is  used  in  the  existing 
technique, but there is a problem in the generation of the 
prediction  of  the  recruitment.  In  this  paper,  an  
ARIMA and ETS (Exponential smoothing) are used to 
provide the better    forecasting    results.    Comparison    
with    other technique shows that this technique provides 
better results as compared to the other technique. 
 
[6]           An exploratory study of international jihadist 

groups,    in    IEEE    International    Conference    on 

Intelligence security informatics, 2008 
 
This  paper  S.  Thomas  et  al.  describe  SVM  (Support 
Vector  Machine)  based  grouping  procedure  is  
exhibited which used to recognize the post identified with 
the fierce radical enrollment. To break down that 
procedure a dull
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Web-based    interface    information    is    utilized    
which contains information of in excess of 28 social sites. 
That information represents the substance identified with 
rough radical  action  and  that  information  additionally  
contains religious  (Islamic)   discourse.   In  that,   an  
examination procedure  based  on  the  distinctive  
elements  enjoys  the time  allotment,  information  
sources,  and  some  different variables. The SVM 
characterization system is utilized to order   that   
information   which   distinguishes   the   rough fanatic   
enrollment   movement.   In   a   past   strategy,   an 
innocent  based  order  system  is  utilized  to  arrange  that 
information which isn't proficient to give better outcomes. 

 
[7]           A  mental  point  of  view  on  virtual  

networks supporting    psychological    oppressor    and    

fanatic philosophies as an apparatus for enlistment, 

2013 
 

Lorraine Bowman-Grieve et al. indicate the point of view 
over  the  virtual  networks  supporting  fear  monger  and 
brutal   fanatic   exercises   is   displayed.   These   virtual 
networks  assume  an  indispensable  job  in  such  fanatic 
enrollment forms. Virtual people group or gathering over 
interpersonal  organizations  present  segments  like  white 
power  music  and  racial  oppressor  amusements  which 
used  to  advance  prejudice  against  the  non-whites  are 
utilized  to  lead  exercises  to  select  individuals  for  
fierce fanatic exercises. There are numerous different 
means by which radical discernment is made, which used 
to impact the people groups for the psychological militant 
exercises. 

 
 
 
3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 
As  per  the  literature  survey  is  performed  with  
different techniques and a different result from the 
algorithms was monitored such as SVM, ARIMA, LDA, 
PCR and other different  technique  for  forecasting  
technique  on  a  large number of structured blogs 
recruitment and violence post available dataset monitoring 
is performed. 

 
Upon   verifying   different   scenario   and   the   available 
technique  LDA  (Latent  Dirichlet  Allocation)  generated 
different  outcomes  with  the  Existing  algorithm  which  
is taken as a base for this research work. The following are 
the  monitored  points  which  identified  as  a  problem  
and further      analyzed      and      performed      further      
with enhancements. 

 
1.           A   previous   technique   such   as   SVM   

utilized ARIMA    (Autoregressive    integrated    
moving average); PCR (Principal component 
regression) for the prediction model generation, 
but still, the obvious problem occurs with the 
technique is in generating  a  prediction  for  the  
cyber  activity. This technique persists better 
result than existing 

but   still   enhancement   is   required   which   is 
provided by the proposed procedure. 

 
2.           Previous  technique  Naïve   based  classification 

doesn’t  perform  a  better  violence  classification 
due  to  a  limited  number  of  rules,  thus  a  
better probability  model  can't  get  generated  
using  the technique. 

 
3.           In  CTM  SVM  a  Dirichlet  distribution  is  used 

because of that, the data classification occurs in a 
single direction with single category detection. 

 
4.           In  the  existing  approach  Dirichlet  distribution, 

the independent proportion among component is 
found thus there is no relation to the other topics 
is found. 

 
5.           Thus,  in  order  to  propose  a  better  prediction 

model  using  classification  and  further  combine 
approaches  requirement  is  to  further  acquire  a 
scheme  which  contributes  to  getting  a  better 
outcome    and    prediction    system,    here    the 
proposed methodology LDAE is utilized scheme 
in place of CTM SVM. 

 
 
 
4. RESULTS 
 

 The   proposed   work   is   the   Enhancement   or 

advancement of the  LDA approach  which deals 

with the maximizing of class separation based on 

the data features. 
 

 In  LDAE  a  new  Logistic  normal  distribution  

is used,  which  provide  relation  among  the  

topics and   provides   a   flexible   framework   

for   the process. 
 

 It first discusses and detection the multiple class 

annotation   and   their   frequency   base   count 

detection.  Further,  the  class  and  non-class  are 

derived using the scattered function. Computing 

all the eigen word and their frequency using their 

eigenvalues as denotation.
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LDAE Procedure 
 

 
It  is  the  algorithm  which  is  the  extension  of  the  

current scenario  approach  and  the  steps  which  are  

followed  as topic modelling using its different sub 

contents. The steps are taken as follow: 
 

1.    Sentence  tokenize  and  finding  its  segmentation 

with    the    processing    of    natural    language 

processing over it. 
 

2.    Removal of stop words and punctuation from the 

available data sentence. 
 

3.    Finding the keywords availability and  the event 

occurrence   schedule   from   the   available   data 

using the further topic modelling event. 
 

4.    Finding  topic  mixture  t  availability  from  the 

available  pre-processed  data  over  the  

sentenced collected dataset. 

 
P(Topic T | Document D) 

 

 
5.    Finding  word  proportioning  According  to  the 

dataset  and  available  bag  dataset  availability. 

Finding  the  word  probability  and  the  duration 

availability   over   the   sentence   using   Event 

Occurrence function. 

 
P(Word W | Topic T) 

 

 
6.           Computing the frequency of violent words from 

the available bag of words using the weight measurement 

of input word while comparing to source data availability. 

Weight w prediction P function over all the available data 

sentence n. 

7.           Finally  finding  the  final  probability  using  the 

provided  data  and  obtaining  the  event  outcomes  using 

ARIMA prediction model. 

 
procedure Arima data=inputs; 

identify var=keyword bag; 

estimate prediction (); 

residual generation (); 
 

 
forecast generation (); 
 

 
8.    Computing  computational  parameter  based  on 

the outcome prediction observed. 

 
9.    Exit. 

 

 
Execution Steps: 
 

 
1.    Extracting  and  loading  of  all  the  available  

data from the created blog which are participating 

in the communication. 
 

2.    Loading the violent data dictionary pair from the 

dataset. 
 

3.    Sorting all the values in decreasing order and for 

which   the   frequency  count   enhancement   

and sorting are performed.  Finally, the new 

subset is getting   performed   using   the   NLP   

sentence processing and matching with the 

multilevel data according   to   violence   keyword   

bag   and   its frequency. 
 

4.    Perform the particular algorithm as per  selected 

by the user for further execution, such as LDAE 

or CTM SVM. 
 

5.    Perform  LDAE  and  matching  operation  if  any 

single   match   is   obtained   and   conclude   that 

further    using    the    ARIMA    model    for    

the
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prediction either it is the violent violence post or 
 

not. 

The  table  1  represents  the  number  of  violent  forecasting 
values of the post and comparison is performed.

6.    Perform LDAE model and match operation if at 

least 2 or more dictionary match is performed by 

the  system,  further  perform  the  ARIMA  

model date wise by obtaining data. 
 

7.    Plotting   a   date   wise   graph   for   the   violent 

keyword history model. 
 

8.    Observing the values and thus it affects accuracy 

and efficiency for the complete scenario. 
 

9.    Exit. 
 

 
Result Analysis 

 
As  per   the  observed   result   and   experimental   setup,   
the technique   is   implemented.   The   proposed   and   
existing technique   is   performed   with   the   above   post   
which   is extracted  from  the  social  network  and  website  
post,  where the  data  is  extracted,  processed  and  the  
following  output 

Comparison among 
techniques used 

 

7 

 
6 

 
5 

 
4 

 
3 

 
2 

 
1 

 
0 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CTM 
Technique 
Model 
 

LDAE 
Technique 
Model

results were monitored: 
 

In the table 1, present below is a statistical comparison of the 
forecasted  values  which  forecasts  violent  extremist  online 
activities in social media or website’s posts which are posted 
by  radical  or  terrorist  organizations.  There  is  a  post  
which taken  for  5  days  of  the  year  2016  and  extracted  
data  is processed and further, the following result is 
computed. 

 

Graph 1: Comparison Line Graph for Forecasting 

analysis 2016. 
 
In the above graph 1, drawn x-axis as data from which post 
was  extracted  for  the  query  processing  for  the  specified 
dataset and  line, the graph is  printed  using the chart library 
provided  by  the  Microsoft  and  further  analysis  can  easily 
perform  between  proposed  and  existing  methodology,  and

 

Technique Approach 
 


 

Date of data extracted 

 

CTM SVM 

Technique 

Model 

 

LDAE 

Technique 

Model 

thus  the  LDAE  approach  outperforms  the  best.  The  graph 
representation    shows    the    efficiency    of    this    
proposed algorithm work and it outperforms the low 
forecasting value. 
 
In the table 2, present below is a statistical comparison of the

01-12-2016                         3                       4 
 

 
02-12-2016                         5                       5 

 
 

03-12-2016                         2                       4 
 
 

04-12-2016                         4                       6 
 

05-12-2016                         1                       3 

actual   values   which   forecasts   violent   extremist   online 
recruitment  in  social  media  or  website’s  posts  which  are 
posted  by  radical  or  terrorist  organizations.  There  is  a  
post which taken for 5 days of the year 2018 and extracted 
data is processed and further, the following result is 
computed. 
 
The   table   representation   shows   the   efficiency   of   this 
proposed   algorithm   work   and   it   outperforms   the   low 
forecasting value.

 
Table 1: Violent extremist statics for forecasting 

values in 2016.
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In the graph 2 is built from table 3 of actual posts vs. date is 
drew it  is  easily  seen  from the  values  above  that  there  is  
a slight  fluctuation  in  the  frequency  count  given  by  both  
the methods CTM SVM and  LDAE. By theoretically 
analyzing the database for these 5 dates. It is found that the 
values by LDAE are much more realistic than that of CTM 
SVM.

01-12-2018                       1                           2 
 

02-12-2018                       3                           4 
 
 

03-12-2018                       1                           3 
 

 
04-12-2018                       2                           4 

 
 

05-12-2018                       5                           6 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Violent extremist statics for forecasting values in 
2018. 

 
The above table represents the number of forecasting values 
of the post and comparison is performed. 

 
 

Comparison among techniques 
used 
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In the graph table of actual posts vs. date is drew it is easily 
seen from the values above that there is a slight fluctuation in 
the frequency count given by both the  methods CTM SVM 
and LDAE. Here it is come to know that the values by LDAE 
are much more realistic than that of CTM SVM. 
 
Working on best post-violence detection & prediction model 
such as this proposed technique LDAE will be efficient and 
easy to visualize and in order to make it easier for the user to 
use, such technique will be efficient to use. 
 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
Internet  evolves  daily  a  large  number  of  the  blog  post  
and other  activity.  There  is  a  various  organization  that  
misuses the internet and spread violent by creating unwanted 
post or other online activity which distracts the mind of the 
normal people.  When  analyzing  online  Violent  Extremism  
(VE) content  for Info  Ops planning, it is important to 
understand the way of social media or blog post segments, 
which are the targeting  there  audience.  This  work  presents  
an  approach which utilizes the hybridization step and further 
produces the finest  model  while  comparing  with  the  recent  
base  model CTM  SVM.  The  contribution  presents  LDAE  
Approach  as the best prediction model with has less RMSE 
value. As per the  research  performed  by  us,  a  violence  
post  data  are extracted  and  then  further  applied  using  
Java  frameworks created implementation and applied with 
both the algorithm which  are  LDAE  as  well  as  CTM  
SVM  followed  by  an ARIMA model for final prediction. 
 
As before, effects on those already radicalized are limited, so 
efforts  should  be  focused  on  those  who  are  at  the  very 
beginning  of the  radicalization process. This  research  paper 
can  effectively  contribute  to  profiling  people  from  such

 
CTM 

018 018 018 018 018 target   audiences,   and   develop   messaging   strategies   to 
influence them. This research can enable the identification of

Technique 
Model 

LDAE 
Technique 

Model 

1            3            1            2            5 
 
 
 
2            4            3            4            6 

indicators  and  emerging  threats,  assist  in  the  
understanding 
of   extremist   tactics,   techniques   and   procedures,   
provide awareness  of  new equipment  and  enhance  
understanding  of the structural changes within extremist 
groups. 
 
This work claims to be as best work in the field were 5 days 
of  the  post  is  extracted  from  a  website  and  them  violent 
extremist   statistics   for   forecasting   values   computed   for

Graph 2: Comparison Line Graph for Forecasting 

analysis 2018. 
LDAE and CTM SVM approach. Also the same is computed 
for the actual value, where the result shows the efficiency of 
this proposed approach.
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